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CTLA’s “Simple Solutions for Success in Brain Injury Cases” Seminar
Provides Detailed Information to Make Critical Case Decisions
November 3, 2009 (Denver, Colorado) – The Colorado Trial Lawyers Association (CTLA), the
largest specialty bar association in the state, presents “Simple Solutions for Success in Brain
Injury Cases,” a seminar featuring presentations by the most sought after medical and legal
experts on Friday, Nov. 20 in Denver.
During this seminar, Anwer Sheikh, M.D., a nationally recognized radiologist, explains imaging
techniques for traumatic brain injuries. He plans to review everything an attorney should
know about brain imaging in terms of the X-ray, CT, MRI, f-MRI, EEG, QEEG, PET, SPECT and
DTI. Dr. Sheikh serves on staff at Georgetown University Hospital, Washington Hospital
Center and Marshfield Hospital.
Other guest speakers include Paul Richards, Ph.D. who will discuss controversies involving brain
injury and symptom validity testing. John Smith, P.E., president of Raymond P. Smith &
Associates, will give a presentation on biodynamics; T. Thomas Metier, managing partner and
president of the Metier Law Firm, will show registrants how to put the case together and much
more.
CTLA has applied for eight continuing legal education (CLE) credits. Larry Lee of Larry D. Lee
Law PC and Gregory Gold from the Gold Law Firm serve as seminar co-chairs. “I want
participants to walk away with the knowledge and skills to visibly show a jury the diagnosis of
a traumatic brain injury in relation to their client,” explained Gold.
Registration prices for “Simple Solutions for Success in Brain Injury Cases” are $199 for CTLA
attorney members; $139 for CTLA legal staff members; $269 for non-members; and $70 for
full-time judges and students. To register, call CTLA at (303) 831-1192 or visit
www.ctlanet.org.
The Colorado Trial Lawyers Association is comprised of Colorado trial lawyers who are
committed to the protection and advancement of individual rights and to the advancement
of trial advocacy skills, high ethical standards and professionalism in the ongoing effort to
preserve and improve the American system of jurisprudence.
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